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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Paredes Romero has contributed to the dictionary with 39 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a los cuatro vientos
say something, proclaiming something to make everyone sit

bastardo
It says the children outside marriage or commitment, also as a very serious insult

bioecologia
If ecology is the study of the home of the living being, the Earth and all of its elements or the relationship of the human
being with the planet and bio is life, then bio-ecology is a compound word that means study of life on the planet or the
relationship of living with their home planet, being respect for the bio-ecology would be wider since it includes respect for
life on the planet and their relationships.

bombonas
They are containers, balloons that contain gas or fuel for kitchens. 

buhonero
It is the former name given sold those products by the streets virreynales, today should be called so the seller ambulant,
i.e. that walks the streets selling products

cantuta
It is a flower of very colorful bell-shaped, there is a place in Lima 40 km central road where there is a University of
education ( 41 teachers; with that name La Cantu8ta

casquivana
applied to the female sex, female light, frivolous, very liberal

chepo
Says the Josefinas hump, to the José, de Chepo there that says to Joseph William Chemo

chúcaros
animal pet, not tamed, also does not apply to uneducated people and little tino

curandero
Person who heals, heals, provides health, based on empirical knowledge and spiritual gifts, they can be healers of a
tribe or are also in a community or town recognized as such

dar a luz
Give birth, but also when it discovers or reveals something pario finally Paula, i.e. after it was learned or said it Paula or
anyone

despistado
disoriented



distemper
pathology or disease that attacks respiratory, digestive systems and sometimes nervous animals dogs ( dogs (  )

esclerosamiento
It is the hardening of an organ or biological element of some, can be multiple words arise at the same time in several
parts. It particularly refers to hardening of the arteries in the cardiovascular system.

galvanizar
It is to cover a metal with a zinc bath or other metal to protect it, give shine, figuratively is also protect, give shine
importance, make more brilliant an idea.

guacho
It says who is only, also when find a medium or sock without your partner

hostilicen
It comes from the word hostileize which means to harass, to assault,

intrusito
Perhaps it is the diminutive form of attacker, i.e. one who enters a place without being invited, an upstart. Little bird little
bird

kirchnerismo.
He is the supporter of Argentine politician Néstor Kirchner

lonchera
Lunchbox, a wallet or Briefcase medium where children or a worker takes lunch, lunch or snack, in Colombia say eleven

lunch
Lunch, snack snack that is usually served at the afternoon could be 5 pm

majada
It is also a herd or group of animals or livestock

matar la gallina
Cancel or destroy the source of something: killing the goose that lays the golden eggs

montar a pelo
Hair-riding means not using saddle or saddle mount, not saddling the beast that is mounted

no dejarse algo en el tintero
When you have to say something, say it all, not half-heartedly.  Leave no doubts.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be dispelled all doubt, left nothing to speculate 



no tener pelos en la lengua
Deslenguado, tongue loose, speak without measure or control, with too much sincerity or shame

os dare un corazon nuevo
Change a person, attribution of God in its maximum expression, change of character for good, hard heart to one of meat

palanganeo
to flaunt something, make noise with the bowl that comes to be a bedroom, say basin or sink

plasmada
embodied means that something has been finalized, an idea has been expressed in a different way, something has
been printed in another way e.g.: the poet has captured your affection by nature, in a vivid picture of the beauty of the
countryside.

que significa responsabilidad
Responsibility is a universal value which means being aware that I must answer for my acts, I must fulfil certain duties
because they correspond to my age to maturity have, which should behave according to the society where I live,
because thus it corresponds to its established rules and that I learned in my development.

raida
Fabric or clothing very used, old and aged, something very dreary or used that are too worn down

repartija
Split something between several, usually used in negative sense among criminals

runasimi
It is said of the cult language of the Inca Empire, not the common language

tambo
Said of a resting place places on long roads where he food and resting

tener amor propio
It is self-esteem, self-appreciation, sensitivity, and self-appreciation. 

tirria
Have you rage, I bent to another person

torear
encourage, motivate,

tortolilla
a teenager, very young girl



turulato
Said person that he had been silenced, impressed with something, atontado


